Specialized Coaching

The Swim School
June 2021
Hi all,
Hope you are all well and staying safe and warm!
Just a reminder that we were scheduled to close from today 28 June 2021 and will re-open on 19 July 2021.
Conveniently this has coincided with the new Level 4 lockdown.
Our permit does allow us to operate during Level 4, so unless anything changes, we will open as usual on 19th July,
2021. We will continue to monitor the situation and will adapt our classes to ensure that all our members,
their families and our staff are all safe.
We want to thank you all for the co-operation and commitment you have all shown in following the 3 “W’s” – wear a
mask, wash (sanitize your hands) and watch your social distancing!
This have definitely ensured that we have all stayed safe and we able to continue doing what we are so passionate
about, swimming and making a difference in our students lives!
During this break we will be doing all the deep cleaning, maintenance and the teachers will be doing their Continued
Education Courses which will keep us all busy during this time.
We will also be working hard on the New Pool Project which is underway next door!
Although the timing was not great when our neighbours put the house on the market, with The Swim School just
trying to recover from the huge Covid-19 impact in 2020, and with the help of a benefactor and loads of faith, we
were able to secure the property and to realize our dream of having our own “big pool” which will open up many
more opportunities for our Swim School members and our Community, and make things a lot easier for parents as all
training will happen at one venue!
So far the interior of the house is nearly finished and the Physio’s will be moving in this week. The one driveway
preparation is underway, just waiting for the bricks to arrive. And that will hopefully be completed this week. The
other driveway will only be done once all the construction is complete, as we still have to accommodate the big
trucks and the crane.
The pool is waiting for the marbelite, but before we can do that we have to level the surrounding area, build the
retaining walls and complete the paving, rehabilitate the outbuildings so that we have an office, bathrooms and
change rooms. This must all be done so that there is no chance of the marbelite being stained!
We are also waiting for the heat pumps to arrive, which should be towards the end of August, and once we have those
in hand we should be in a position to complete the marbelite, fill the pool and get the pumps working so that we can
start swimming. We sincerely hope that this will all be accomplished by the end of September 2021.
We will then focus on the building around the pool, and we hope to have that up by the end of February 2022!
In the meantime, please stay safe and stay warm and healthy!
Kind regards
Cecile & Lyndsey & The Team

